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Dates for your diary !
Protected Learning Time dates 2019/20
2019
Wednesday 12th June
Thursday 11th July
No August training
Wednesday 11th September
Thursday 10th October
Wednesday 13th November
No December training
2020
Thursday 16th January
Wednesday 12th February
Thursday 19th March
Please be aware that like all practices in Cumbria we are closed from
1pm for staff training on the above days.
Should you need to see or speak to a GP whilst we are closed please
ring 111.
NHS 111 is free to call from both landlines and mobiles.
111 is free to call from both landlines and mobile telephones.
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A Doctors writes !
Those of you who have been in to see me will have
noticed from my typing skills that I didn’t grow up in an
era where technology played much of a part in the life of
a GP. My first practice, as a trainee, was in Silloth where
the partners had just spent £4000 on a briefcase sized
mobile phone, only to discover that there was no phone signal in the area. Indeed they
had to wait 5 years for a mobile phone to work in Silloth, by which time the size of the
phones available were more like bricks.
Nowadays, however, there is a lot more technology on offer and some of it can very
useful. Thanks to the generosity of the community we have been fortunate in having a
healthy equipment fund administered by our Patient Participation Group. Over the last
couple of years we have been able to buy a syringe driver for our terminally ill patients,
a new ECG machine and lung testing machine which connect directly with our
computers and clinical software, paediatric pulse oximeters (which measure oxygen
levels in children and can help in the early detection of sepsis) for all doctors, a 24 hour
blood pressure monitor, portable heart monitors to capture irregular heart rhythms and
a bariatric couch for patients over 22 stone. All these items have enabled us to avoid
patients travelling to hospital for tests or treatment, some patients have even had their
lives saved by this equipment. The cost has been close to £8000 and the fund is now
nearly empty.
Helen McManus, a patient and member of the PPG, is running a half marathon at the
end of May to help raise money for our equipment fund. Her sponsorship forms are at
reception and I hope you can support her.
In September I will be cycling with my wife from our home in Broadwath to Berlin, a
distance of over 700 miles, to also raise money for the equipment fund. My sponsorship
forms will appear in August.
Please be generous in your support for Helen and myself.
Best wishes,

Dr Iain Grainger
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Zero Tolerance!
SADLY in recent weeks several members of our Reception Staff have been verbally
abused by patients.
The Practice takes it very seriously if a member of staff or one of the doctors or nursing team is
treated in an abusive or violent way.
The Practice supports the government's 'Zero Tolerance' campaign for Health Service Staff. This
states that GPs and their staff have a right to care for others without fear of being attacked or
abused.
To successfully provide these services a mutual respect between all the staff and patients
has to be in place. All our staff aim to be polite, helpful, and sensitive to all patients’
individual needs and circumstances. We would like to respectfully remind patients
that very often staff could be confronted with a multitude of varying and sometimes difficult tasks
and situations, all at the same time. Our staff understand that ill patients do not always act in a
reasonable manner and will take this into consideration when trying to deal with a
misunderstanding or complaint. However, aggressive behaviour, be it violent or
abusive, will not be tolerated and may result in you being removed from the Practice list
and, in extreme cases, the Police being contacted. In order for the Practice to maintain good
relations with our patients the practice would like to ask all our patients to read and take note of
the occasional types of behaviour that would be found unacceptable:
● Using bad language or swearing at practice staff
● Any physical violence towards any member of the Primary Health Care Team or
other patients, such as pushing or shoving.
● Verbal abuse towards the staff in any form including verbally insulting the staff
● Racial abuse and sexual harassment will not be tolerated within this practice
● Persistent or unrealistic demands that cause stress to staff will not be accepted.
Requests will be met wherever possible and explanations given when they cannot


Causing damage/stealing from the Practice's premises, staff or patients



Obtaining drugs and/or medical services fraudulently

We ask you to treat our GPs and staff courteously at all times
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Paying for your prescriptions!
Great news for our patients! We now accept
card payments for your prescriptions and
non-NHS services.
Due to feedback received on recent patient
survey’s we are aware that this would make it
easier for some patients to pay for their
medication.
We’ve invested a lot of time recently scouring
the internet for the best portable chip and pin
card readers to make paying for your
prescriptions as quick and easy as possible.
Providing we have a 3G or 4G signal at the
surgery we can now process your card payment.
The device is handed to you to check the amount and enter your card and pin number
securely and safely, none of your details other than your email address (for invoicing) are
stored and you can be safe in the knowledge that your payment has been made without
us touching the terminal.
You can still pay with cash or a cheque whichever is easier for you.
Changes To Repeat Medication Ordering
Dear Patients,
Over the past few months there have been an increasing number of occasions when the Dispensary has
been unable to meet its 48-hour turn around target for repeat prescription requests. This has led to
some patients being frustrated and irritated. This is an understandable response. The reasons for failing
to meet this target are several but are mainly down to supply issues from our wholesaler. We now have
to work in a pan European market and all pharmacies throughout the country are experiencing hitherto
common medications being in very short supply for sometimes quite prolonged periods. Most pharmacies are therefore asking for a 4 to 5 working day notice period. The practice has spoken with our Patient
Participation Group proposing changes for the ordering of repeat medication. To avoid disappointing
evermore numbers of our patients the Patient Participation Group has endorsed increasing the notice
period required to fulfil your repeat prescription requests from 48 to 72 hours. This should ensure far
less disappointment.
Please allow 3 full working days for the request of repeat medication, thank you.
There will be no changes to prescriptions issued following an appointment with a clinician.
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Changes to medication categorisation!
Changes to Medication Categorisation
If you take Pregabalin or Gabapentin you may be aware that these medications have
become Controlled Drugs as of the 1st April 2019. The brand names for these medications
include Lyric, Alzain and Neurontin.
This means:

Prescriptions will expire 28 days from the date of the prescription being issued

Quantities will be reduced to a maximum of 30 days

Emergency supplies and loans cannot be made from pharmacies if you run out.
The changes will have already been made on your behalf.

Cervical Screening!
A SMEAR TEST LASTS 5 MINUTES. THE IMPACT OF
CERVICAL CANCER LASTS A LIFETIME
The Cervical Screening Programme (Smear Test) invites
women from the age of 25 up to 64 for a cervical screening. The screening test can pick up
abnormal cells that could develop into cervical cancer if left untreated.
Most women have a normal screening test result however every year in the UK, around
3,000 women will be diagnosed with cervical cancer. Cervical cancer is the most common
cancer in women aged 35 and under. One in three women miss their cervical screening
every year primarily due to embarrassment, we want to help overcome this.
We have EasyRead guides available in the practice written by Jo’s Cervical Cancer Trust to
give patients a clear and easy understanding about what is involved in a smear test. If you
do have any concerns our questions about having a smear test Jo’s Cervical Cancer Trust
offer an over the telephone service on 0808 8028000, they will listen to your worries and
offer information to help put your mind at ease. We are hoping that sharing information
and offering guidance to some excellent sources of information it will help people to understand the importance of attending a smear and answer any questions. Below are some
excellent sources of information about Cervical Screening:
www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-cancer/cervical-cancer/
www.jostrust.org.uk
www.nhs.uk/conditions/cervical-screening/
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Compliments from Patients
Saw Dr Grainger on a
number of occasions
recently. Thank you
so much for listening.
Very caring practice.
Thanks also to Olive in
the Pharmacy for going the “extra mile”
when I needed her
help recently.
Fabulous practice &
pharmacy. Very very
lucky to have this
facility.
Thank you to Dr Rosie
who is an absolutely
wonderful doctor.
Please keep her.
Sarah is an absolute
Fantastic GP’s and
staff. Thank you.

Sarah was brilliant as
always!
Dr Holly, Dr O’Hare & Sarah
are all huge credits to the
practice.
From the receptionist to all
the doctors & staff you are
all a fantastic credit to this
practice.
Thank you to all the staff
especially Dr O’Hare, she
really responded well to a
possible emergency. Thank
you it could have been very
different.

A great thank you to Dr
Munro for your genuine care
for my husband but also me
his wife. You answered my
questions and took time to
call me on Monday 18th
March although you had a
full day of patient’s. We
love to see you be part of
the Court Thorn team.
Thank you.

Truly spoilt by this
surgery - same day
appointments and scripts.

Thank you again Dr Grainger.
I’m so pleased I’m in this
practice.

Thank you to Dr O’Hare
Thanks to Doctor
Wigglesworth for
being thorough and
understanding,
nothing has been too
much trouble.

Dr Holly - outstanding
empathy. Thank you for
listening and for helping to
put a plan together. You’ll
make a fantastic GP. Good
luck in everything that is in
front of you.

Sarah is a really good
nurse.
Very caring staff!
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A big thank you to Dr Rosie
for all her help over the past
2 months. Dr Rosie is a
wonderful doctor. I do hope
she returns in 2020. The
future is bright, the future is
Rosie!

Dr O’Hare was lovely as
always. Thanks to Dr
Grainger & Dr Munro
Thanks to Dr Grainger again
for putting things right.
Super practice from
Receptionist to doctors &
nurses.
Great care!
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Compliments from Patients
Thank you to Dr Munro
for your help and for
making it such a quick
visit to Court Thorn.
Excellent service. Same
day appointment, seen
on time by a very
helpful and cheerful GP.
Many thanks to Jill
extremely kind & chatty
Sarah is a really good
nurse
As always the care &
compassion shown is
second to none.
Had bloods done today
Nicola White did
amazing 10/10, very
personable like Gillian
on Reception.
Gillian! What a
wonderful Receptionist.
Can’t praise her enough
:)
Excellent service every
time. Keep up the good
work. Thank you. x
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Met the new doctor, Dr
Callan who is very nice,
understanding and helpful,
like all the staff here.
Thank you.
Seen by Dr O’Hare, she was
very nice with my husband
and was very particular
about checking everything.
Thank you.
Very pleasant GP &
Receptionist.
It is easy to get an
appointment and all the
staff are extremely friendly
& helpful. There is a
personal touch that makes
people feel welcome and at
ease.
GP today was extremely
helpful, made me feel
valued and spent time with
me.
Ease of appointment
booking, friendly service
from all staff. I don’t feel
under time pressure with
GP.

Everyone is always helpful &
kind
Friendly, professional
approach
Prompt appointments,
reassuring staff and very
friendly & helpful with
patients
Easy to make appointment,
friendly, competent staff.
Excellent medical care from
professionals who also care
about patients as people.
Friendly, helpful at all times.
Good timekeeping and
excellent help/treatment.
Staff are the utmost
professionals and give me
confidence in their care, each
time I visit the surgery.
Excellent care and kindness
from a wonderful team.
Simply The Best.
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Well done Helen!
On May 26th Helen McManus, our PPG member, ran the Liverpool, Rock n Roll half marathon.
She chose to raise funds for vital new equipment for Court Thorn Surgery through the Patient
Participation Group.

This is Helen after the race which she completed in 2 hours and 7 minutes. Out of the 8,000
competitors in the field she finished in the top third.
If you have kindly sponsored Helen and not already paid, please could you do so at reception in
the surgery.
So far she has raised over £400 with money still coming in.
Many thanks to everyone who has sponsored her.
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Patient Survey Results 2019!
Poor
1.

How would you rate the ease at which you
could contact the practice by telephone?

Fair

Good

Very
Good

Excellent

9

25

54

105

Comments:

Never try



Not contacted via telephone this year.



Previous experiences I would have said excellent but on recent experience I would
say poor/fair which isn't normal.



Not phoned, used internet



For prescriptions it is often engaged, otherwise OK, best to do it online.

Poor
2.

How would you rate the manner in which
you were treated by the reception staff?

Fair

Good

Very
Good

Excellent

9

25

54

105

Comments:

One receptionist/staff member unpleasant.



One receptionist is not very patient focused.



Sometimes a bit nowty.



Not visited the practice this year.



Disappointing, sometimes busy chatting to friends/acquaintances and/or answering
the phone, whilst talking to you or booking an appointment for you, whilst there is a
long queue, waiting for 10-15 minutes is unacceptable, when you have arrived early
for your appointment, it then becomes borderline for you being late for your appointment, which clearly isn’t the patients fault.



Sometimes can be a bit snappy.



Always helpful.



It can vary, lately it has been much better.
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Poor
3. How would you rate the doctor’s/nurse’s ability
to listen to you during your last consultation?

Fair

1

Good Very Good

13

38

Excellent

143

Comments:

Always go over and above, having moved from surgeries in central England and Wales this is
by far the best NHS service I’ve ever received. It’s on par with private care.



I have not seen a doctor or nurse yet.



Dr was excellent.



Not visited the practice this year.



One MUST listen in order to achieve a correct conclusion.



Last doctor appointment was not a good experience. Last nurse appointment was the normal
“excellent” experience.



Dr Grainger was very supportive and attentive.



Always good.
Poor

4. How would you rate the doctor’s/nurse’s
explanation of things to you in your last
consultation??

Fair

1

Good Very Good

14

47

Excellent

130

Comments:

Have not seen a doctor or nurse yet.



Not visited the practice this year.



Last doctor appointment was not a good experience. Last nurse appointment was the normal
“excellent” experience.



Always good.
Poor

5. How would you rate the doctor/nurse at
providing an opportunity to express your
concerns or fears in your last consultation?

1

Fair

Good Very Good

14

47

Excellent

130

Comments:

Have not seen a doctor or nurse yet.



No had to do that



Last doctor appointment was not a good experience. Last nurse appointment was the normal
“excellent” experience.



It is a two way process, the patient must feel confident enough to express fears etc in the first
place.
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Poor
6. How would you rate the doctor’s/nurse’s concern for you as a person in your last
consultation?

Fair

1

Good Very Good

15

45

Excellent

133

Comments:

Have not seen doctor or nurse yet.



Not visited the practice this year.



Above and beyond.



Last doctor appointment was not a good experience. Last nurse appointment was the normal
“excellent” experience.



Where concern needs to be expressed then it has been.
Poor

Fair

7. What is your overall satisfaction with your visit
to the doctor/nurse?

Good Very Good

14

46

Excellent

133

Comments:

Have not seen a doctor or nurse yet.



Asked by receptionist “how is your dog”?



Not based on GP, just due to not being able to identify what was causing recurrent problem



Not visited the practice this year.



Last doctor appointment was not a good experience. Last nurse appointment was the normal
“excellent” experience.
Poor

8. How would you rate the respect shown for your
privacy and confidentiality?

Fair

2

Good Very Good

13

42

Excellent

140

Comments:

Always good.



Still not enough privacy at reception, whole waiting room can hear.

Poor
9. How would you rate the availability to access
your repeat prescription?
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11

Fair

Good Very Good

17

37

Excellent

116
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10. Do you have any other questions, comments or concerns?


It would be handy if we could pay for prescriptions by cash card at the surgery. Thank
you



We are so lucky to have such an excellent surgery within easy reach and with excellent
parking too.



Having to remember to ring up after 1 or 2pm. Last two prescriptions didn’t have stuff
in stock so had to come back next day



As mentioned in my comment above, this is by far the best GP Practice I’ve ever been a
part of. Thank you.



Ordering repeat prescriptions on line is such an excellent service. I recently changed to
Court Thorn Surgery and am so happy I did, they are so friendly and helpful.



Fab Doctors and all staff excellent.



Life long conditions should be able to have two months supply of prescription drugs
administered. Monthly prescriptions are inconvenient and time consuming for
everyone involved. Other surgeries can do it why can't Court Thorn?



I am happy to say what I want to so don't get as inhibited as some may. Though Sarah
makes you feel so relaxed and normal she must make everyone relaxed



Just keep doing what your doing.....it works



Excellent practice Dr Rosie Wigglesworth and Dr Holly Jackson are a delight . By far the
best Drs practice I had.



Court Thorn is the best GP practice I have ever been attached to. Staff are all friendly
and approachable. There is never a difficulty in making an appointment. My Practice
Nurse has been amazing, especially in her capacity to listen and make time for
appointments. My GP is superb, has time to listen and is thorough in his diagnoses and
treatment. I am very fortunate to receive such privileged treatment.



Only concern is there is one rude and unhelpful receptionist on the phone quiet often!
Other than that love Court Thorn Surgery!



I am very happy with this surgery and feel lucky to have such excellent doctors, nurses
and staff.



Don’t ever let Sarah or Jill leave or retire! They are the best.



Don't change anything.



Every member of staff I have dealt with in the practice has been great, they treat me as
a person not a number and keep me informed with the plan for what we are trying.



I have only ever come across one member of staff who is not nice to deal with. Medical
staff are good especially Sarah P



We are new to the area and are very impressed with the service we now have which is
so much better than our previous practice



An excellent surgery, with very kind and helpful staff
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Court Thorn standards are a street length ahead of what I hear of practices in Carlisle &
Penrith, but the edge just seems to have gone off a little. Is the pressure telling?



Very caring Practice. I cannot fault it. All members of staff are friendly and very
knowledgeable. I feel safe in their care



Could not get one item. Then expected me to get it . Should have just contacted another
chemist and then it would have been ready for me - perhaps an email just explaining that
there would be a slight delay. Non availability of my medicine Is it due to Brexit and a for
taste of what to expect in an "independent UK". What a short sighted result , to stay would
not cause all these problems.



I think I am very fortunate to receive the good medical care from my surgery.



My comments are for a visit to the nurse practitioner



You provide a fantastic, patient-centred service. Thank you so much and well done!



As the practice still doesn't accept card payments I always have to wait to collect my
prescription until at least the next day, when I have cash. I requested for my prescriptions to
be sent directly to morrisons pharmacy but was told that the surgery dispensary doesn't
allow this. My only option seems to be to purchase a 12 month prescription certificate. It is
a shame that in 2019, when the nearest cash point is 9 miles away, that the surgery still
doesn't accept card payments.



An excellent semi-rural practice with professional staff, who understand care and
compassion are essential elements of looking after patients in addition to seeking to provide
the best professional standards.



Given the national picture I feel very fortunate to receive such good service as I am a
passionate supporter of the NHS.



Very satisfied, thank you



A truly amazing and caring Doctors surgery. From the lovely receptionists caring nurses and
pharmacy staff. The Doctors are very attentive and actually listen and are so compassionate.



I think the surgery would really benefit from having check in screens



Reception staff very rude, on the phone and in person, particularly one person who makes
you feel you shouldn’t waste the doctors time unless you are dieing !! Good set of doctors
at the minute, Getting prescription is hard work, i was given my child’s last week, which was
his dads, wrong paper work on it, after just been told dads was not ready!! I pointed out to
staff that this was wrong, only to be told by them I was pushing my luck to get any
prescriptions at all!!



We are very fortunate to be patients at Court Thorn. Everyone always goes the "extra mile"
for us. We like continuity and are always able to see the same Doctor. Dr.O'Hare is
excellent, kind, caring, a good listener, very understanding and a thoroughly nice human
being!!



Home visits support second to none. Professional and caring throughout.



Delighted with the treatment I have received at Court Thorne by all staff- both Admin and
Medical.
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Electronic prescription service would be very helpful. Where prescriptions could be emailed
to the required dispensary.



Fantastic doctors very friendly and puts you at ease every visit thank you



A good surgery.



No



Only to say that on the few times I have needed to visit since registering with the practice
the experience has been nothing other than excellent. Nothing but praise for any staff I
have dealt with, a really nice feel about the place. Keep up the good work, it's greatly
appreciated.



No complaints at all, excellent surgery



Excellent service. Slight problem with only getting 4 weeks supply on medication each time,
though I acknowledge the reasons for it. It just means a trip to the surgery every month to
collect 1 prescription item. ( Minor frustration in otherwise excellent service, thank you.)



Only improvement who be a card machine for payment



I can’t fault the surgery at all, it’s so easy to get an appointment and the staff are excellent,
all very kind, caring and have time for patients.



There are many times long queues to see the receptionist a electronic signing in system
would help to alleviate seven times in the last 12months my medication had not been
available despite consultant adding a alternative which sometimes I think has been ignored
there seems to be a lack of support for patients when medication unavailable



I have nothing but praise for Court Thorn Practice. I consider myself very lucky to be a
patient there.



This surgery is a perfect model of how a GP practice should operate. Five star care and
understanding.



None other than the practice is excellent in all respects.



Excellent service and great practice!



The time it takes to get the prescription to the pharmacy and then collect it. It’s to do with
how many times the pharmacy goes up to the surgery in a week.



Everyone is so friendly and helpful



CTS provide a fantastic service and an excellent standard of care.



very happy with the service provided by Court Thorn Surgery



You take the time to reach the root of the problem then take the time to source the correct
solution.



No overall fantastic practice
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As above in Q 2 - So disappointing, sometimes a couple of the receptionists are busy
chatting to friends/aquaintances, AND/or answering the phone whilst talking to you or
booking an appointment for you, (which is pretty distracting and do believe that they should
be giving you their undivided attention at that time) whilst there is a long queue, waiting for
10-15 minutes is unacceptable, when you've arrived early for your appointment, it then
becomes borderline for you being late for your appointment, which clearly isn't the patients
fault. This has happened more than once, in fact quite frequently .... otherwise we wouldn't
have cause to mention it - sorry......this just spoils what is a particularly good practice to be
treated at.



Olive in pharmacy is always extremely helpful, thoughtful and professional.



Disappointing that dispensary unable to provide all of prescription for the last few repeats.
Latterly unable to even provide substitute.



I am very pleased with the care and consideration I receive from the practice.



Best practise I have ever had as my doctors.



I consider myself fortunate to have a Surgery where the Staff are excellent and accessible.
Thank you.



Best GP practice for miles.



CTS is simply the best surgery in Cumbria. I listen to friends telling me of their experiences
at other surgeries, and it makes me realise how good you are.



NO.



A very good team, so pleased that I live in their medical practise area



You are all doing a great job. Thank you



All very good



N/A



We have no comment to make other than finding excellence in parts of your Practice.



Best to do repeat prescriptions via patient access. Any chance of records being available to
view via patient access? (That option is there but you do not do it at the moment). Overall I
am very pleased with the surgery and compared to others I have been into and seen you are
in the top 10%. The NHS also sent me a survey to fill in and my response to that was very
positive; keep up the good work…



I have a long term condition which involves monthly visits to the surgery. I always find it
easy to see an appropriate practitioner and have no problem with my repeat prescriptions.
These are checked thoroughly and if there is a problem I am telephoned immediately.



Sometimes quite a backlog of patients due to combined queue for booking in for
appointment and collecting a prescription/meds. Solution may be a computerised booking
in system. However this can be complicated for elderly patients.



Privacy at reception is still an issue. Can hear conversations in person and on telephone all
around the waiting room
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Why have they taken items off the repeat prescription list even though I have been taking
the medication for over a year? I now have to write it in the box when ordering and the
items in the message box have been missed off numerous times which means sometimes I
have ran out of important medication which is not meant to be stopped suddenly and can
and has made me poorly because of being stopped suddenly. This is not safe! Also I have
occasionally asked friends or family to pick up a prescription only to be told it’s not there
even if it has been three or four days since ordering, so I have rang up to be told it has
either just come in ( not true as the date when my Prescription was assembled was on the
bag) or that yes it actually was there. I would rather be told the truth, that they didn’t see it
when looked and they apologise but generally apologies don’t happen. This better be
anonymous as when I complained about something tiny before some staff made going to
the surgery very uncomfortable and were not polite to me or my family. I think 99% of the
time everyone does an amazing job and goes the extra mile but if a mistake is made it
needs admitted to and an apology made. I work with the public and believe me I know the
pressures of it so I truly believe you all do a fantastic job and we are lucky to have such a
fantastic surgery with amazing people willing to help us in our time of need.



All staff are approachable, and we have found them to be courteous . The EMIS patient
access is brilliant in ordering prescriptions and accessing your medical records. EMIS also
sends emails on medical issues very informative. CQC rating 'Outstanding' we can
understand why and no reason not to keep that rating.



Overall the Surgery and all the Doctors and Nurses and receptionists are very helpful and
friendly and provide an excellent service.



Either allow EPS or allow card payments, as currently if I do not have any cash, it involves a
40 minute round trip!!!



I have to have the same prescription tablets every day for the rest of my life. Why do I have
to go through the process of asking for the prescription every four weeks? Why can't I get
three or six months at a time? It's a complete waste of time for surgery staff and for me.

At Court Thorn Surgery all our staff aim to offer the highest level of care to all of our patients at all
times, however we don’t always get it right.
Noted above are comments made on the patient feedback survey which was emailed out to all
patients whom we hold an email address for. This was all done anonymously, as were the responses
received above.
As this feedback is anonymous we are unable to comment on individual cases.
We welcome feedback from our patients both good and bad, as this can help highlight issues that we
may have otherwise been unaware of. We have received some negative feedback in our compliments
book in main Reception (this is not what this book is for).
Please can we request that if you have something that you wish to bring to the attention of the
practice then feel free to speak to a member of the practice team, who will be happy to help.
On the next page please find our responses to some of the comments received in the feedback above.
Your effective feedback is highly appreciated and will help us to improve our ability to serve you and
other users of our practice.
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Practice response to patient questionnaire
Having to remember to ring up after 1 or 2pm. Last two prescriptions didn’t have stuff in stock so had to
come back next day - You can leave a message at anytime (day or night on 016974-73553) for repeat
medication ordering, or order online - if you do not have online credentials, then please speak to
reception who will be happy to print these for you, the dispensary team only take calls between 1pm
and 5pm as outside of these times they are dealing with incoming medication deliveries, surgery
prescriptions, queries from online orders etc.
Could not get one item. Then expected me to get it . Should have just contacted another chemist and
then it would have been ready for me - perhaps an email just explaining that there would be a slight delay. Non availability of my medicine Is it due to Brexit and a for taste of what to expect in an
"independent UK". What a short sighted result , to stay would not cause all these problems Unfortunatley we are unable to contact other chemists to see if they have the items in stock. We are
dealing with 100’s of items per day and supply issues which are beyond our control. We will moving
forward aim to contact our patients should an item they order not be available.
I think the surgery would really benefit from having check in screens - We have looked into getting a selfcheck in machine, the logistics/costs of the equipment and items needed to make it work are thousands
of pounds, we are concerned that some patients may feel unable to use it. GP’s will come out and
check if their next patient is in the waiting room, even if you haven't been checked in, so please do not
worry that you will miss your appointment.
It would be handy if we could pay for prescriptions by cash card at the surgery. Thank you - We have purchased a card machine and this is now available to use to pay for your prescriptions in the surgery.
Life long conditions should be able to have two months supply of prescription drugs administered.
Monthly prescriptions are inconvenient and time consuming for everyone involved. Other surgeries can
do it why can't Court Thorn? - We prescribe 28 day prescribing as this offers the best balance between
patient convenience, good medical practice and minimal drug wastage. We feel this also helps us to
manage long term conditions for patients in a safer more controlled way as we are monitoring what
they are taking and ordering. In Cumbria every year £750,000 of medications are wasted every year
with excess medicines needing to be destroyed, In May 2019 alone we had over £1500 of returned
medication in the practice, which has to be destroyed, even though some of it has never been opened,
we are unable to re-use this for safety purposes.
Privacy at reception is still an issue. Can hear conversations in person and on telephone all around the
waiting room - We have looked into opening up another area within reception for patients to collect
prescriptions and leave the reception desk for patient appointment booking in. When we looked into it
we felt that this would reduce patients privacy further and confidentiality would be compromised. We
have a sound dampener system in place in reception and also the radio, to hep with ambient noise.
However if you would like to discuss something in private with a member of staff, please mention this
and a room can be made available for your discussion to take place.
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And finally …….
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